Once-weekly prophylactic dosing of recombinant factor IX improves adherence in hemophilia B
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Abstract: Regular prophylactic treatment in severe hemophilia should be considered an optimal treatment. There is no general agreement on the optimal prophylaxis regimen, and adherence to prophylaxis is a main challenge due to medical, psychosocial, and cost controversies. Improved approaches in prophylaxis regimen of hemophilia B are needed to make patients’ lives easier. There is some evidence to support the efficacy of once-weekly prophylaxis. Longer sampling schedules are required for the determination of pharmacokinetic (PK) properties of factor IX (FIX). The half-life of FIX seems to be longer than previously described and is expected to be 34 hours. The clinical significance of maintaining a 1% trough level is widely debated in hemophilia B. The overall relationship between factor concentrate levels and incidence of joint bleeding was found to be very weak. Data also indicate that the distribution of FIX into an extravascular FIX compartment may contribute to hemostasis independently of circulating plasma FIX levels. Clinical assessment of the frequency and severity of bleeds remain an important measure of the efficacy of treatment. Role of PK-guided therapy remains to be established. Two prospective randomized studies had evaluated the efficacy and safety of 100 IU/kg once-weekly prophylaxis with nonacog alfa, and this prophylaxis regimen was found to be associated with lower annual bleeding rate compared with on-demand treatment in adolescents and adults with moderately severe-to-severe hemophilia B. Secondary prophylaxis therapy with 100 IU/kg nonacog alfa once weekly reduced annual bleeding rate by 89.4% relative to on-demand treatment. Residual FIX may be supportive of effectiveness. Once-weekly prophylaxis was well tolerated in the two studies, with a safety profile similar to that reported during the on-demand treatment period. To individually tailor treatment to clinical response and to minimize costs of factor concentrate, it would be of interest to investigate the efficacy of lower doses of the drug administered once a week.
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Introduction

Adherence to treatment is nowadays the main challenge of chronic disease. Hemophilia B is a chronic hereditary disease characterized by a deficiency in factor IX (FIX) activity. Its prevalence is one in 30,000 live births. It is less common than hemophilia A which is due to factor VIII (FVIII) deficiency. According to the World Federation of Hemophilia Global Survey of 2014, 178,500 persons were identified with hemophilia across 106 countries, of whom only 16.1% had hemophilia B.1

Hemophilia B is an X-linked disease. Missense, frameshift, and nonsense mutations are the most frequently seen, and deletions are rarely described.2
The severity of the disease is related to clotting factor levels. The disease is classified as severe, moderate, or mild when the clotting factor levels are <1, 1–5, or >5, respectively. People with mild-to-moderate hemophilia rarely bleed unless after trauma or invasive procedures. Frequency and severity of bleeding is greatest in severe hemophilia B.

Data from the US show that only 36% of patients with hemophilia B have the severe form of the disease. Recurrent and spontaneous bleeding into joints and/or soft tissues since early infancy are hallmarks of severity. Gastrointestinal and intracranial bleeding can be life threatening. Repeated bleeding into joints without adequate treatment can result in crippling chronic joint disease, pain, and reduced quality of life.

The introduction and availability of factor concentrate has dramatically improved the treatment of hemophilia with a significant decrease in morbidity and mortality, and an increase in quality of life. Early on-demand treatment of acute bleeding episodes decreases the number of joint deformities compared to untreated or minimally treated patient. Nevertheless, long-term musculoskeletal follow-up of on-demand treatment in hemophilia showed a progressive deterioration of the joint functions in these patients. As on-demand treatment appears to be clearly suboptimal, prophylaxis – meaning preventive use of clotting factor given at regular intervals – was proposed and adopted since several decades in Sweden.

Prophylaxis

In 1994, the Medical and Scientific Advisory Council (MASAC) of the US National Hemophilia Foundation issued guidelines stating that prophylaxis with twice- or thrice-weekly FIX infusion, at a dose of 25–40 IU/kg, should be considered the optimal treatment for hemophilia B. The European Pediatric Network for Haemophilia Management define primary prophylaxis as regular treatment started after first episode of bleeding and secondary prophylaxis as regular or intermittent regular treatment started after several episodes of bleeding. The World Federation of Hemophilia (WFH) guidelines recommend prophylaxis to prevent bleed and joint destruction and preserve normal musculoskeletal function. Moreover, it is advisable to give it to all patients before performing any activities associated with an increased risk of trauma. Prophylaxis should be the state-of-art treatment. Despite the guidelines, prophylaxis has not been universally adopted. Medical, psychosocial, and cost controversies limit the implementation of prophylaxis. In the Canadian 2006 survey, only 32% of patients with severe hemophilia B received prophylaxis, while 69% of patients with hemophilia A received the treatment. This difference was particularly notable in the 0–2 years age-group (17% in hemophilia B versus 53% in hemophilia A) and also present in patients >18 years of age (20% versus 55%). This difference could be explained by a less severe phenotype, less frequent joint bleeds, later presentation in life, paucity of clinical trials studying the use of prophylaxis, or simply a current treatment tradition. Moderate hemophilia B is diagnosed much more frequently than the severe (37% versus 27%) form. Positivity to cross-reacting material, which corresponds to measurable level of FIX antigen in plasma, is frequently observed in hemophilia B. This could be explained by the frequency of non-null mutation. Most mutations in hemophilia B are missense mutations and these result in mild-to-moderate form of the disease and account for variable factor levels in plasma.

Studies reporting prophylactic use of FIX in hemophilia B patients are limited in number, and concern mainly small populations within larger clinical trials. Benefits of prophylaxis remain questionable even if intuitively the tendency is in favor. There is currently no evidence to suggest or refute prophylaxis. Following a 6-month regimen of prophylaxis with recombinant FIX (rIX), patients achieved significantly meaningful improvements in physical health-related quality of life (HRQoL). Those who switched from intermittent prophylaxis to on-demand prophylaxis experienced improvements in physical and mental HRQoL.

Prophylaxis regimen

There is no general agreement on the optimal prophylaxis regimen, and some schemes differ from those proposed by the Consensus perspectives on prophylactic therapy for hemophilia, held in London, September 20–21, 2002. Given the paucity of controlled clinical trials regarding prophylaxis in subjects with hemophilia B, choice of treatment approach is limited to clinical judgment, clinical experience, and interpretation of currently available data based on pharmacokinetics (PK), bleeding phenotype, and type of FIX used.

Impact of pharmacokinetics on FIX prophylaxis regimen

In recent years, greater attention has been paid to the PK of coagulation factor, dosing intervals, and trough levels. PK parameters had an increasing role in management choice even if there was no clear evidence on clinical efficacy. They are routinely measured in clinical practice to guide treatment dosing, particularly for primary prophylaxis, and in connection with surgery.
under the curve (AUC), and clearance to be the most important surrogate end points for efficacy of FIX products.28

PK parameters of FIX are not well characterized or widely investigated. The PK of FIX are more complicated than those of FVIII, and also differ between plasma-derived and recombinant forms resulting in variation between studies. FIX has a longer half-life in the circulation than FVIII.29 According to sampling time, the half-life of FIX could be different. After administration of 75 IU/kg of nonacog alfa to patients aged 12–61 years, the half-life was reported as 22–24 hours when sampled at 72 hours,30 and after administration of 50 IU/g, the half-life was reported as 34 hours when sampled at 96 hours.31 A sampling schedule at 48 hours gives shorter half-life. In Powell’s study, the residual FIX observed 1 week after administration of FIX is supportive of longer half-life.31

Strategy to achieve prophylaxis is to maintain the plasma level of factor activity at or above 1 U/dL.3 In current bioassays, accuracy can be expected to be rather poor at the conventional target of 1 U/dL, which is the lower limit of the assays.32 This issue with assaying was clearly demonstrated by the discrepancies in factor levels in patients with mild-to-moderate and severe hemophilia in the UK National External Quality Assessment Service data.33

Furthermore, measuring plasma FIX activity may not fully reflect the hemostatic efficacy of infused FIX. Experimental data demonstrate the potential availability of clinically significant extravascular stores of FIX. They could act as a reservoir of FIX. FIX is a small protein (55 kDa) with access to both intravascular and extravascular compartments.34 A number of clinical observations in hemophilia B patients suggest the presence of extravascular “pool” of FIX. Bolus infusion of FIX results in rapid initial loss of FIX from the circulation. Repeated bolus infusions result in rise of trough levels. Continuous infusion of FIX results in reduced dose requirement of FIX to maintain a level of 100%.35

Furthermore, there are experimental data demonstrating that FIX binds to collagen IV. This may be a source of hemostatically active FIX which is not measurable by plasma assays.34,36 Experiments on baboons showed that perfusion of excess bovine FIX increased the circulating FIX proportionally. This suggests the displacement of the host protein from a reservoir. Reanalysis of these data suggests that the extravascular component contains at least threefold more FIX than that present in the circulation.34 Two experiments on mouse demonstrated the affinity of FIX to collagen IV and its impact on hemostasis. In a knock-in mouse model expressing a FIX variant with reduced affinity to collagen IV, hemostasis was delayed despite high levels of FIX. Bolus infusion of FIX variant with enhanced collagen affinity demonstrates a prolonged hemostatic effect in hemophilia B mouse. This hemostatic effect persists days after plasma levels reach less than 1%.37 FIX (and FIXα) binds rapidly and reversibly to vascular endothelium and subendothelial extracellular matrix. This is mediated by the interaction of specific residues in the FIX Gla domain with collagen IV, located predominantly in the basement membrane.38,39

The clinical significance of maintaining a 1% trough level is mainly applicable in FVIII deficiency. Such evidence does not exist in FIX deficiency and is widely debated.40 In a cohort of 64 patients (51 hemophilia A and 13 hemophilia B) described by Ahnstrom et al, some patients did not bleed with a trough level less than 1%, while others bled with a trough level higher than 3%. They found that there is no relationship between factor level and incidence of bleed and that the correlation was very weak. Authors suggest that dosing in prophylactic treatment should be individualized.41 Due to interindividual variations in PK parameters, targeting a particular trough level may not be appropriate for every individual.41 Relationship between FIX trough levels and therapeutic outcomes has not been confirmed in clinical trials.40

**Impact of hemophilia phenotype on prophylaxis regimen**

Baseline factor levels are not the only determinants of bleeding phenotype in hemophilia. With the same factor level, the severity and frequency of bleeding may be different for people with hemophilia.42 In hemophilia B, where limited data exist, there is a need to strike a balance between clinical and PK end points in the evaluation of clinical efficacy.43 In hemophilia, bleeding frequency is considered a key indicator of the efficacy of the treatment regimen. The hemophilia severity score (HSS) has been developed as a method to predict bleeding score in hemophilia.44 It includes in its assessment the annual joint bleeding rate, annual factor consumption, and WFH orthopedic score. This score was used by Vyas et al to evaluate 178 hemophilia patients without inhibitors in a single US center (hemophilia A [n=139], hemophilia B [n=39]). They found heterogeneity of hemophilia phenotype and widespread variability in the HSS values of patients with the same baseline factor activity.45 Data from a single-center cohort study of 171 patients with severe hemophilia A and B in the Netherlands demonstrated the importance of clinical issues in determining the phenotype. They found that age at first joint bleed was an indicator of bleeding pattern.46 There was higher annual clotting factor consumption in subjects
who experienced a joint bleed at an early age comparing to those who experienced later in life. According to the United Kingdom Haemophilia Centres Doctors’ Organisation (UKHCDO) annual report, a large variation in rates of clotting factor concentrate consumption in patients with same diagnosis was also widely observed.

Clinical assessment of the frequency and severity of bleeds remain an important measure of the efficacy of treatment for hemophilia B. The role of PK-guided therapy and its relationship to clinical efficacy remain open issues to be established.

Impact of type of FIX used in prophylaxis regimen

Historically, effective treatment of hemophilia B started with fresh frozen plasma and prothrombin complex concentrate. In the early 1990s, highly purified plasma-derived factor concentrate was introduced. Since then, large numbers have become commercially available. Improvement in sourcing and purification procedure of blood components and the introduction of different steps of viral inactivation increased the safety of plasma-derived concentrates. Despite these improvements, concerns remain and transfusion-transmitted emerging pathogens like prion and unencapsulated virus should not be overlooked. In 1997, the first purified rFIX product, nonacog alfa, received US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval followed in 2014 by another rFIX product, BAX326. These rFIX products have a lower risk of pathogenic contamination and have low activated FIX activity, which confers low thrombogenic potential in humans.

Traditionally, in vivo recovery (IVR) is the parameter used to characterize the PK properties of coagulation factors. Following bolus injection, recombinant protein has lower IVR compared to plasma-derived FIX. Terminal half-life is similar for the two products (17–19 hours). PK studies that enrolled 308 subjects with hemophilia B in three comparative studies showed that the IVR of rFIX is approximately one-third to one-half that of plasma-derived FIX. This disparity in IVR was also noted by Kisker et al in a double-blind crossover study of plasma-derived FIX and rFIX in 15 subjects older than 5 years with severe hemophilia B. This disparity could be related to baseline FIX levels, body weight, and age. While some individuals have identical recoveries with both types of concentrates, others have pronounced differences. A recent survey in Italy indicated that plasma-derived FIX and rFIX are used in similar doses with similar outcomes. Despite disparity in recovery, recombinant coagulant factors are nowadays the preferred treatment option for hemophiliacs and, in particular, for pediatric patients mainly in light of the wide margin of safety and efficacy.

Dose and frequency of prophylaxis regimen

WFH–WHO and NNH propose the twice- or thrice-weekly prophylaxis dose of 50 IU/kg. This regimen was extrapolated from the FVIII prophylaxis experience, early PK data, and the few studies done on FIX. In the original phase 3 nonacog alfa study in previously treated subjects aged ≥12 years, the mean dose was 40.3 IU/kg administered 2–3 times weekly. In the phase 3 trial of reformulated nonacog alfa in previously treated subjects, the median dose was 51.7 IU/kg administered 2–3 times weekly. Frequency and dose of prophylaxis were determined by the investigator in these two studies. Both the studies demonstrated safety and efficacy in persons with hemophilia B.

However, rigorous regimens of prophylaxis are difficult and adherence remains a problem. Only 45% of individuals with severe hemophilia B are currently receiving prophylaxis in the US. Cost of cloting factor is certainly a main obstacle for the implementation of such management. It prevents the extensive application of prophylaxis worldwide. It is the largest predictor of overall cost in the care of people with hemophilia. However, the leading reasons for lack of adherence to the prescribed regimen are time consumption, convenient access to peripheral vein, forgetfulness, and the feeling of being healthy with the disappearance of symptoms with time. Many patients find it very difficult to spend 15–20 minutes every morning to mix and infuse intravenous factor. This is certainly more difficult in children where venous access could be difficult and where central venous access devices are associated with the concomitant risk of infection and thrombosis. In an European survey carried out by De Moerloose between October 2005 and September 2006, an interview was conducted with 30 patients in each of six European countries (France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Sweden, and the UK), resulting in a total of 180 patients. Prescribed prophylaxis was not followed in 25% of patients. The feeling of reduction, fluctuation, or disappearance of symptoms was cited in 38% of cases, forgetfulness in 36%, lack of time for the treatment in 30%, and convenience in 30%. Forgetfulness was the reason most often cited by patients on prophylaxis (46%).

Therefore, new approaches of management must be proposed to achieve adherence and make patients’ lives
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In 1976, Morfini et al published the first randomized trial comparing once-weekly and twice-weekly prophylaxis with on-demand treatment in ten subjects with hemophilia B over 1 year.20 A total of 7.5 IU/kg was administered to the twice-weekly group and 15 IU/kg to the once-weekly group. The two prophylactic groups had a significant reduction in bleeding episodes when compared to the observed 1-year period preceding the trial (P<0.005). Twice-weekly prophylaxis was superior to once-weekly regimen (P<0.01). Patients having measurable FIX in plasma for a higher number of days bleed less.20

In 2014, Valentino et al published a phase 4 multicenter, randomized, open-label, four-period crossover study that evaluated the efficacy and safety of nonacog alfa as a prophylaxis regimen (50 IU/kg twice-weekly or 100 IU/kg once-weekly) compared with on-demand administration.75 Inclusion criteria were being male, aged 6–65 years, with severe-to-moderately severe hemophilia (FIX ≤2), and 12 or more bleeding episodes, including six or more hemarthroses episodes. Fifty patients were enrolled within 12-month participation. The primary end point was the annual bleeding rate (ABR) of two prophylactic regimens compared to on-demand treatment. The ABR was 35.1, 2.6, and 4.6 for the on-demand treatment, 50 IU/kg twice a week, and 100 IU/kg once a week, respectively. A significant difference was observed between the two prophylaxis groups and the on-demand group (P<0.0001) with a reduction of bleed of 89.4% in favor of the prophylaxis group. No difference was observed between the two prophylaxis groups (P=0.22). No patient discontinued the prophylactic treatment because of inefficacy or less-than-expected effect. There was no serious adverse event, or report of thrombogenicity, or occurrence of inhibitors.75

The use of high dose of FIX (100 IU/kg per dose) was of concern as it resulted in thrombogenicity. In a review conducted by Rendo et al of five clinical trials in patients with hemophilia B, patients who received ≥100 IU/kg per dose of nonacog alfa reported no thrombotic events based on clinical findings and laboratory markers such as thrombin–antithrombin (TAT) and D-dimers.77 This finding was also confirmed in a study conducted by Kavakli et al. This study evaluated the efficacy and safety of once-weekly prophylaxis with 100 IU/kg nonacog alfa compared with on-demand treatment in 25 adolescent and adult patients for a period of 52 weeks.76 At visits 2 and 4 of the study, assessment of thrombosis was done with monitoring of D-dimers and TAT III complex. Incremental changes in D-dimers and TAT were observed in some patients. None of the patients developed clinical thrombotic event and there was no inhibitor occurrence. Otherwise, mean ABR was significantly lower in the prophylactic group compared to the on-demand treatment group. There was 3.6 bleeding events for the prophylactic group and 32.9 events for the on-demand group (P<0.0001). Most interestingly, eight of 17 patients had a FIX superior to 2 U/dL 1 week after dosing. No severe adverse event was observed and once-weekly prophylaxis was well tolerated.77

The studies of Valentino75 and Kavakli76 showed efficacy of once-weekly prophylaxis with no unexpected safety issues, no thrombotic event, no occurrence of inhibitors, and significant reduction in bleeding episodes. However, these two studies had limitations. The population size of the studies was small, although this is quite frequent in hemophilia B studies. Forty-one patients were evaluated in the twice-weekly prophylaxis group of the Valentino study and 25 patients in the Kavakli study. Besides, the study conducted by Valentino was of short duration. Bleed analysis was done during the follow-up period of 16 weeks. This is relatively a too short period to confirm safety and efficacy of a product. The Kavakli study was conducted over a 52-week period and supports safety and efficacy of this regimen in a better way.

Otherwise, the two studies were conducted in previously treated patients and 92% of the patients included in the Kavakli study had tertiary prophylaxis. The benefit of such regimen in untreated patient or in primary prophylaxis or secondary prophylaxis remains to be demonstrated. Effect of switching from twice-weekly to once-weekly prophylaxis is not yet known.
Conclusion
Optimal therapy for patients with hemophilia B is prophylaxis. The current unmet challenges with regard to management of hemophilia B are financial sustainability, inhibitor occurrence, and poor uptake of prophylaxis. Prophylactic regimen must be more convenient to patients and their caregivers, while being effective and safe to improve adherence to treatment. Further research is needed to identify ideal prophylaxis regimens for patients with varying severity of hemophilia B. Once-weekly prophylaxis with rIX may be a viable treatment option for patients with hemophilia B. Prophylactic regimen at 100 IU/kg may be a safe and effective alternative to twice-weekly prophylaxis at 50 IU/kg. However, it remains unknown how patients with a less severe bleeding phenotype or with better baseline joint status might respond to once-weekly dosing with rIX. In many regions of the world, FIX doses less than the standard 50 IU/kg twice-weekly dose are followed. To minimize the cost of treatment and to tailor individual treatment to clinical response, it would be of interest to investigate the effect of once-weekly administration of lower doses of FIX.
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